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The thermal and mechanical loads on the surface layer occurring during grinding will
lead to damage to the workpiece surface layer due to excess loads. Here, the focus is
particularly on thermally induced damage to the workpiece surface layer. Reduction or
prevention of thermal damage in the grinding process discussed can be achieved here
as a function of the suitable coolant. An assessment regarding the extent to which the
coolant used provides an advantage for reducing or preventing thermally induced
damage can be made by measuring the grinding temperature. Therefore, the research
objective of this research project is to determine the resulting grinding temperatures
during surface grinding and to compare the basic coolant SGF 03 from DPI Metalworking
GmbH to an alternative product.
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In order to achieve the research objective, the research project was divided into four
work packages.
In Work Package 1, the test was prepared and the material sourced in coordination with
DPI-Metalworking GmbH. In a first step, the grinding operation was determined. Creep
feed and pendulum grinding were identified as the suitable grinding processes. DPI-
Metalworking GmbH and the WZL of the RWTH Aachen discussed a suitable coolant
product that was to be used for the comparison. The coolant used was EcoCool TN2525
from Fuchs. In addition, the material, 102Cr6V/100Cr6 (material number 1.2067) was
discussed and determined to be suitable. This material is mostly used as tool steel for
cold work. Applications in which it is found are taps, drills, cutting jaws, milling tools, cold
rollers etc. A material with the material number 1.3505, which is comparable in its
chemical composition, is typically used in roller bearing applications. The grinding wheel
was designed for the grinding process in cooperation with Krebs & Riedel, and provided
for the experimental study. A grinding wheel with the specification A 35 A 80 J 12 V 84
was used in the experimental study.
Work Package 2 served to identify a suitable parameter window. This parameter
window forms the basis of Work Package 3 and defines suitable test spots at grinding
temperatures around Tmax = 650 °C.
Based on this, additional experimental studies were conducted in Work Package 3,
whose objective was comparing different coolants at different process parameters.
Finally, the experimental studies were analyzed in Work Package 4. This work package
was completed by documenting and presenting the results at the WZL of the RWTH
Aachen University.
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A grinding wheel generally consists of the following components: bonding material, pores
and grains. The grains, which are distributed over the circumference, differ in shape and
size. In addition, they are bonded randomly (as to orientation, depth). This results in the
fact that the individual cutting edges of the grains
a. possess different cutting characteristics due to their different geometries;
b. experience different wear due to their size and shape; and
c. protrude by different amounts from the bonding material/grinding wheel composite.
For these reasons, grinding is characterized as a process with a geometrically undefined
cutting edge. Grains usually have a very negative chip angle; i.e., the grain is blunt in the
area in which material is removed in chips. This is in contrast to the manufacturing
process of machining with a lathe (removing material with a geometrically defined cutting
edge), which uses mostly positive chip angles; i.e., "sharp" cutting edges.
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The "blunt" grinding grain is caused to engage with the workpiece along an entry path
on the grinding wheel. In a first phase, the workpiece surface layer experiences elastic
deformation. In the subsequent Phase 2, the material additionally experiences plastic
deformation. Finally, in Phase 3, chip formation is initiated when cutting depth threshold
Tµ has been reached. All three phases are characterized by friction and forming
processes. These processes result in a transformation of the area-related grinding
power into heat.
In the contact zone, the heat is distributed into the involved components. In particular,
this will result in heat flows into the chips, the grains/grinding wheel, the workpieces, as
well as the coolant. The coolant is a suitable means for impacting the heat distribution
in the contact zone; it will be the focus of the subsequent investigations.



The illustration above shows the primary and secondary tasks of the coolant in general.
As has already been mentioned, coolant is a suitable means for reducing the amount of
heat applied and/or for dissipating it from the contact zone before it enters the workpiece
surface layer.
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Coolants can mainly be classified according to DIN 51385. A fundamental distinction 
must be made between 

• non-watermiscible coolants; and

• watermiscible coolants.

With watermiscible coolants, the base component of oil or alternative lubricants must first 
be brought into a stable contact with water. For emulsions, this essential task is 
performed by emulsifiers; i.e., surfactants that allow the oil droplets to disperse in water 
by lowering the surface tension between the oil phase and the water phase. In solutions, 
additives are finely dissolved in water without emulsifiers. 
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In the pendulum grinding process, a workpiece is machined by making several passes at
small cutting depths ae and workpiece speeds of up to vw = 50 m/min. The cutting depth
is usually set at the reversal locations.



In the grinding tests at the Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production Engineering
(WZL) of the RWTH Aachen University, the surface grinding machine Micro-
Cut B10 840D from ELB-Schliff Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH was used. It has a
maximum spindle output of Pmax = 37 kW. In addition, grinding wheel circumferential
speeds of vs = 125 m/s can be achieved with a maximum grinding wheel diameter of
ds = 400 mm. The machine used in the study has a maximum workpiece speed of
vw = 30 m/min and is equipped with a continuous dressing unit. For the grinding
investigations, the test machine can be equipped either with emulsion or with grinding
oil. For the surface grinding tests performed here, SGF 03 from DPI Metallworking
GmbH was used as coolant, as well as a comparison coolant, the emulsion EcoCool
TN2525 from Fuchs. The emulsion has a 5% additive content. The coolant was supplied
through a needle nozzle.
In the experimental investigations at the WZL of the RWTH Aachen, a white fused
corundum grinding wheel (A 35 A 80 J 12 V 84) with a vitrified bond from Krebs & Riedel
was used. A dressing profile roller (Tyrolit – REX 11400 TN 73875) was used as the
dressing tool. For the dressing process, a dressing overlap ratio of Ud = 4, a dressing
speed ratio of qd = 0.7 as well as a dressing depth of aed = 0.12 µm were used. In
addition, 102Cr6V/100Cr6 (material number 1.2067) was selected as the material. This
material is primarily used as tool steel for cold work. Applications in which it is found are
taps, drills, cutting jaws, milling tools, cold rollers, etc. The material with the material
number 1.3505, which is comparable in its chemical composition, is typically used in
roller bearing applications. The grinding parameters were selected for a roughing
process with a specific material removal rate of Q‘w = 5 mm³/mms. In particular, the
workpiece speeds were varied between vw = 0.5 and 30 m/min as well as a grinding
wheel circumferential speed of between vs = 20 and 40 m/s.



The identification of the basic parameters around an initial point with a grinding
temperature of Tmax ≈ 650 °C serves as the basis for the further experimental
investigations in Work Package 3. A grinding temperature of Tmax ≈ 650 °C can already
result in a thermal overload for 100Cr6 material in a workpiece. Consequently, this
defines a point that is well suited for comparing different coolants. For this purpose, the
grinding temperatures are measured using a thermocouple Type J with the base coolant
SGF 03 for different workpiece speeds and grinding wheel circumferential speeds at a
specific material removal rate Q‘w = 5 mm³/mms.
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In this research project, temperature was measured using an open single pole
thermocouple Type J. This is based on the Seebeck effect, which says that a small
current flows when two conductors made of different metals are connected to each other
and there is a temperature difference along the two conductors. Thermocouples must be
connected both to the measuring spot as well as to a reference spot whose temperature
is known so that the thermal voltage can generate a current flow. Here, the voltage
amount is a function of the temperature differential, as well as the pairing of metals.
[CHIL01] Detail view A shows the material pairings. The open single pole thermocouple
Type J consists of two workpiece halves made of 100Cr6 material, as well as an
insulated constantan wire. Contrary to a closed thermocouple, the open thermocouple
will be closed by grains during the grinding process, thus allowing the measuring of the
voltage differential. [BOEH01] Before the experimental investigations, the thermocouple
Type J was calibrated using the material pairing in question.

[BOEH01] Böhm, C.: Entwicklung und Erprobung sensorintegrierter Schleifwerkzeuge.
Dissertation Universität Bremen, 2001

[CHIL01] Childs, P. N. H.: Practical temperature measurement. Oxford: Butterworth
Heinemann, 2001
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The illustration above shows the grinding temperature curve over time during a grinding
pass. For one, it shows the raw signal. In addition to external impacts due to electro-
magnetic radiation, the raw signal also shows individual grain engagements. And
secondly, the curve can be viewed as a filtered signal. The grinding temperature shown
refers to a spot along the workpiece surface.
The measured grinding temperature rises as soon as the grinding wheel has reached the
measuring spot. The maximum grinding temperature is reached after the heat-up phase.
The filtered signal is used for analyzing the maximum grinding temperature. Then the
first cooling-off phase starts. The heat dissipated via the coolant, grinding wheel, chips
and workpiece dominates as compared to the heat added for friction and deformation.
The measured grinding temperature falls. Once the measuring spot is no longer in
contact with the grinding wheel, the second cooling-off phase begins. At this point in
time, the maximum grinding contact length lreal has been reached at a grinding contact
time of tkon ≈ 18 ms. During the second cooling-off phase, no additional heat is added to
the workpiece surface layer. The negative temperature gradient rises.
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The illustration above shows the grinding temperatures for different grinding modes. The
grinding temperatures of down- and up-grinding differ. During up-grinding, the chip is cut
from its thin towards its thick part. In contrast, during down-grinding, the cut goes from
thick to thin. In the grinding process in question, up-grinding results in higher grinding
temperatures due to the more unfavorable chipping conditions. In addition, a higher
grinding temperature level can be observed once the grinding wheel has made contact
during down-grinding. The coolant that is routed through the contact zone has already
been heated up when it hits the ground workpiece surface. So, the coolant can absorb
less heat. In contrast, up-grinding in general results in a clearly lower grinding
temperature level, which is why this is the grinding mode that should be used during
further testing.
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The diagram above shows the grinding temperature curve for two different coolant exit
speeds. First the workpiece was ground with a specific material removal rate of Q‘w = 5
mm³/mms, a workpiece speed of vw = 15 m/min, a grinding wheel circumferential speed
of vs = 40 m/s, as well as a coolant feed at a pressure of pKSS = 8 bar. Here, the coolant
exit speed was vKSS = 43 m/s at a coolant volume flow of Vpunkt = 30 l/min. Then the
same experiment was performed with a reduced coolant pressure of pKSS = 2 bar. Here,
the coolant exit speed was vKSS = 20 m/s at a coolant volume flow of Vpunkt = 13 l/min. A
comparison of the grinding temperature curves achieved here shows that the maximum
grinding temperatures were almost at the same level. Consequently, there is a potential
for considerably lowering energy consumption while maintaining grinding results - and
thus making the grinding process more efficient - by greatly reducing coolant pressures.
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This illustration shows the maximum measured grinding temperatures relative to different
workpiece speeds between vw = 0.5 and 30 m/min. The maximum grinding temperatures
fall as workpiece speeds rise. An increase in workpiece speed at constant specific
material removal rates of Q‘w = 5 mm³/mms results in an increase in chipping thickness.
The chipping phases are reduced before a chip is formed. In addition, the number of
currently engaged cutting edges is reduced. Consequently, due to falling friction
percentages, less heat will be converted in the grinding contact zone. As a further
physical effect, the reduced dwell time of the heat can be listed. The heat source in the
shape of workpiece/grinding wheel interaction is guided over the workpiece surface
faster.
The highest maximum grinding temperatures were identified at a workpiece speed of vw

= 0.5 m/min. The maximum grinding temperatures in this area exceed Tmax ≈ 1,200 °C.
The maximum grinding temperatures fall to Tmax = 490 °C at a workpiece speed of vw =
30 m/min. The starting point was identified as a maximum grinding temperature of Tmax ≈
650 °C at a workpiece speed of vw = 15 m/min.
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The microsection shows a thermally damaged workpiece surface layer. In the outermost
workpiece surface zone, a phase conversion has occurred due to the fact that a critical
grinding temperature was exceeded. During the grinding process, the area of material is
temporarily austenitized and then cooled. Here, the temperatures in the workpiece
surface layer fall below the martensite start temperature. A rehardened zone forms
(white layer). Below the rehardened zone, an annealed zone will be formed; it will end
with the martensitic starting condition of the workpiece.
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The illustration shows the microsections for selected workpiece speeds. In the area of
low workpiece speeds and high maximum grinding temperatures, strong rehardening
and annealing zones are showing. At the base point, a rehardening zone of few
micrometers was identified. For the area of high workpiece speeds, rehardening zones
were not found.
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In the subsequent tests, different grinding wheel circumferential speeds between vs = 20
and 30 m/s were studied within the defined parameter window with regard to maximum
grinding temperatures. Lower grinding wheel circumferential speeds result in falling
maximum grinding temperatures. The number of cutting edges that are temporarily
engaged is lowered and the friction percentages are reduced. The amount of heat, which
is consequently reduced, results in temperature differences of up to ∆Tmax ≈ 340 °C at a
workpiece speed of vw = 10 m/min.
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The increase of the grinding wheel circumferential speed to vs = 40 m/s results in an
increase of the maximum grinding temperature. The tendency of falling grinding
temperatures while workpiece speed increases has stronger effects at higher
temperature levels. The maximum grinding temperatures within the defined parameter
window can be identified at a workpiece speed of vw = 10 m/min at Tmax ≈ 935 °C, and
they decrease to a Tmax ≈ 740 °C up to a workpiece speed of vw = 20 m/min at a grinding
wheel circumferential speed of vs = 40 m/s. As grinding wheel circumferential speed
increases, more energy is converted to heat, and grinding temperatures rise.
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The experimental investigations so far have had the objective of identifying a starting 
point. Based on this, different grinding wheel circumferential speeds were studied in 
order to identify fundamental tendencies in thermal heat loads. The following studies 
within this research project have the goal to compare the coolant SGF 03 from DPI 
Metalworking GmbH to a conventional coolant, Coolant B. Consequently, the parameter 
window studied so far will be expanded by Coolant B. In addition, more representative 
values will be included in the analysis besides grinding temperature. This includes,  
grinding forces, radial grinding wheel wear, and workpiece surface roughness. 
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The illustration shows a direct comparison of maximum grinding temperatures for the
different coolants as a function of workpiece speeds between vw = 10 and 20 m/min at a
specific material removal rate of Q‘w = 5 mm³/mms. The grinding wheel circumferential
speed is vs = 30 m/s. Coolant SGF 03–as compared to Coolant B–results in lower
grinding temperatures.
In the fundamentals of grinding technology, the essential differences between various
coolants were determined. Here, the following are to be mentioned in particular:
reduction of friction and the cooling of the contact area. The solution in question, SGF
03, is a water-based coolant, as is the emulsion used (Coolant B). Contrary to the
petroleum-free solution SGF 03, Coolant B is a 5% emulsion with oil. The influence of
Coolant B on the grinding process can thus be described as a higher degree of friction
reduction, while solution SGF 03 has a better cooling performance. In the process
window studied, the cooling necessary during the grinding process is the main focus.
Consequently, the solution is advantageous.
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Solution SGF 03 shows a lower maximum grinding temperature for all process para-
meters studied. However, as grinding temperatures increase, the difference between the
studied solution SGF 03 and Coolant B decreases. As the grinding temperature
increases, the yield point of the material is lowered. The material becomes more ductile,
and the degree of friction increases. The degree of friction can be reduced by the
lubricant effect that Coolant B has. It is safe to assume that this further prevents heat
from being generated. Contrary to this, the difference at lower grinding temperatures
results from the better cooling performance of SGF 03. For different workpiece speeds
between vw = 10 and 20 m/min and grinding wheel circumferential speeds between vs =
20 and 40 m/s, grinding temperature differences of ∆Tmax ≈ 30 to 175 °C resulted.
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The illustration above shows a graph with the average maximum grinding temperatures
that occurred as a function of the coolant used in the experimental investigations within
the defined parameter window. Here, a variation of the workpiece speed of vw = 10 to 20
m/min as well as the grinding wheel circumferential speed of vs = 20 to 40 m/s at a
constant specific material removal rate Q‘w = 5 mm³/mms took place. The mean grinding
temperature Tm, SGF 03 = 624 °C resulting for Solution SGF 03 is clearly lower than the
mean grinding temperature of Coolant B at Tm,KSS B = 744 °C. The difference of ∆Tm =
120 °C between the mean grinding temperatures highlights the advantages of Coolant
SGF 03 with regard to cooling performance.
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The illustration above contrasts the graph for the maximum grinding temperatures at
constant grinding wheel circumferential speed and as a function of workpiece speed
known from earlier other diagrams with a graph showing the total normal forces
occurring during the grinding process. Here, Solution SGF 03 was used as coolant. It
can be noted that both the maximum grinding temperature as well as the total normal
force continuously decrease as workpiece speed increases. At a workpiece speed of vw

= 0.5 m/min, e.g., a decrease of the total normal force from Fn = 625 N to Fn = 415 N at
vw = 30 m/min can be observed. This effect is accompanied by the fact that at increasing
workpiece speeds, there is a steadily decreasing number of cutting edges that is
engaged at any given moment. Chip formation becomes more efficient. Consequently,
the total normal force induced by the cutting edges is reduced.
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A comparison of the maximum grinding temperatures as well as total normal forces as a
function of workpiece speed occurring within the defined parameter window for Coolant
SGF 03 and Coolant B shows that the use of Coolant B is accompanied by increases
both in the maximum grinding temperatures and in total normal forces. The higher total
normal forces with Coolant B are a result of the grinding temperatures to the extent that
higher grinding temperatures are the reason for an increase in the ductility of the material
to be machined. Higher total normal forces are required to achieve cutting depth
threshold Tµ.
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In the diagram above, the so-called cutting force ratio has been entered as a function of
workpiece speed and the coolant used. The cutting force ratio is defined as the quotient
of the tangential and the normal force. It characterizes the friction conditions and is a
measure for the effectiveness of chip formation [KLOC05]. Both Coolant SGF 03 as well
as Coolant B have a tendency for the cutting force ratio to increase at increasing
workpiece speed. The increase in the cutting force ratio and thus, the increased
efficiency of chip formation, results from the decrease of total normal force Fn when
workpiece speed increases. The higher cutting force ratio for SGF 03–when compared to
Coolant B–highlights the higher efficiency of chip formation when this coolant is used.

[KLOC05] F. Klocke, W. König: Fertigungsverfahren Band 2 Schleifen, Honen, Läppen,
Springerverlag, 2005
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The illustration above shows the surface quality achieved with the different coolants. For
Solution SGF 03–when compared to Coolant B–higher arithmetic mean values result for
roughness Ra within the defined parameter window. The surface qualities achieved with
Solution SGF 03 are a direct function of the higher cutting force ratio that has already
been shown in the previous slide. Due to the higher cutting force ratio, Solution SGF 03
results in higher lubricating effects during chip formation, which results in a higher
degree of roughness.
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The mean surface roughnesses achieved in the experimental investigations within the
defined parameter window have been entered in the above diagram for Coolant SGF 03
and Coolant B. Here, a variation of the workpiece speed of vw = 10 to 20 m/min as well
as the grinding wheel circumferential speed of vs = 20 to 40 m/s at a constant specific
material removal rate Q‘w = 5 mm³/mms took place. Here, both the arithmetic mean
roughness values Ra, as well as the roughness depths Rz achieved with each coolant
are compared. Use of Coolant B–as compared to coolant SGF 03–results in lower
surface roughnesses Ra and Rz.
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What follows is a brief explanation of the monitoring procedure for radial wear in the
experimental studies. Before the experiment was performed, a reference edge was
applied to the grinding wheel. Before the first experimental study, the grinding wheel was
registered on a plate, documenting the starting condition. Then the experimental studies
were performed with a specific material removal of V‘w = 400 mm³/mm. Finally, the
grinding wheel was again registered on a plate. The different plates were tactile-
measured and compared to each other. From the difference between the registered
contour and the starting contour conclusions can be drawn on the radial wear of the
grinding wheel.
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The diagram above shows the radial wheel wear dependent on the workpiece speed.
The occurring wear can be divided into thermal and mechanical wear. The highest
thermally induced wear of the grinding wheel of ∆ra = 44 µm occurs at the lowest
workpiece speed of vw = 0,5 m/min. An increase of the workpiece speed of vw = 0,5 to 5
m/min leads to a decrease in the radial wheel wear to a minimum of ∆ra 8 µm. A
further increase of the workpiece speed correlates with an continues increase of the
radial wheel wear. This Phenomena is caused by an mechanical induced wear of the
grinding wheel. The increasing chip thickness and the decrease of cutting edges in
contact with the workpiece the normal forces are lower. But, the load on single grains is
increasing leading to advancing wear.
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The diagram above shows a curve for the radial wear of the grinding wheel, averaged
over the workpiece speed, for the two studied coolants as a function of grinding wheel
circumferential speed. As the grinding wheel circumferential speed increases, the
averaged radial wear of the grinding wheel decreases. This is a result of the decreasing
individual grain loads. The relatively large difference of the averaged wear values seen
initially for the two coolants decreases continually as the grinding wheel circumferential
speed increases, until an almost identical wear level is reached both for Solution SGF 03
and for Coolant B.
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The illustration above shows the average resulting radial wear as a function of the
coolant used. Here, at a constant specific material removal rate of Q‘w = 5 mm³/mms a
variation of workpiece speed between vw = 10 and 20 m/min as well as grinding wheel
circumferential speed between vs = 20 and 40 m/s has occurred. Overall, the coolant
SGF 03–as compared to Coolant B–is distinguished by lower average radial wear.
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